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Thoughts on the critical influence that site specific decisions

 have on the future landscape.



Legal document

 

Professional recommendations

Government co-signed SP

 

SP

 

signed by forest professional 

Site specific practices

 

Defaults a number of elements to FSP

Govt sets approval timeline

 

SP approved (in effect) when signed





“ I don’t have time to see all my blocks in the field.”

“Its just easier to call it all SU 1.”

“I don’t need Silviculture content in my SP so I don’t need to be an 

expert on reforestation”

“ Ecotypes don’t matter, we can just plant whatever is acceptable”

“Extra CWD just makes planting more expensive.”

“Why would I retain larger trees and reserves?  It’s just isolating wood.”

“I’m consistent with the FSP, so I am good.”



DONT B
E A G

OAT

Legislation has 
changed
Forest health and 
climate is changing
The SP forester is 
STILL responsible for 
Stewardship
We must accept the 
new normal and 
respond professionally. 



1)

 

Getting the SU/BEC right

2)

 

Professional and thorough field data collection

3)

 

Properly considering Critical Site Factors

4)

 

Properly considering and actively managing CWD

5)

 

Good Wildlife Tree Patches (WTRA) and getting them right

This is an unscientific ranking based on consultation with 
some exceptional senior professionals in the province.



Who is collecting your BEC data?

Do you have a clear SU to drive treatments?

Are you confident in your silviculture knowledge to ensure your operations wont 
adversely impact regeneration?



Foresters and technologists have 
unique training, experience

We incur additional risks if we 
cannot ID and address Riparian, 
Hydrology, Terrain stability, Soils, 
humus layers, forest health, 
Noxious weeds, or unique species 
and ecosystems.

When you sign off on the SP, you 
must be confident that the 
fieldwork and SP content has 
been prepared to a high standard 
(i.e. equal to you doing it yourself).



Can your field crew determine critical site factors?

The Best time to ameliorate CSF is at the development stage.

Cold air ponding, seasonal growing frosts, wind desiccation, drought, 
fluctuating water table are all examples of CSF

WTRA, CWD, Stubbing, DA’s, block plan 
are just a few operational tools to 
reduce CSF before we log.



7.5 cm diameter on one end 
by 2 meters length.  
To meet FRPA and most FSPs, 
you need only 4/ ha.

Why is this a 
problem???



1.

 

CWD decreases risk of 
growing season frost

2.

 

Increases M/N available 
to seedlings

3.

 

Provides habitat

4.

 

Discreet CWD piles have 
been shown to increase 
martin habitat. D.Q. Becker 
1992.

CWD is also a tool –

 

Use it!





Provide critical habitat for warblers, raptors and fur 
bearing predators
Provide future CWD inputs into stand
Provide innoculum of plant/fungi to repopulate the 
future stand
Can protect dens for bears, fisher, and other 
important species
Can provide refuge and screening for ungulates from 
hunters.



Observation
Communication
Diligence

• Know your BEC 
• ID your SU’s
• Know your Critical Site Factors.  
• Layout your blocks for success. 
• Specifically prescribe and layout Wildlife Tree Areas 
• Put numbers to your CWD.

That is only the beginning...



Writing a good SP is more than good 
grammar, or well written statements 
that meet the required minimum results 
in an FSP.

A good SP reflects well-informed 
observation, mapping, and 
interpretation of a site, and 
professional recommendations for its 
future management.





It occurred to me that the person hanging the 
layout ribbon and collecting the field data is 
driving future ecosystems and landscape 
patterns. They are the ones that actually 
shape our future forests.

Professional oversight and direction, 
experienced and well-trained field layout 
crews are CRITICAL for well-managed forests.

Diana Observation 1



Better WT Outcomes:

 More reliable, higher-quality 
WT retention 

Poorer WT Outcomes:

 Less reliable, potentially 
poorer WT retention 

1) Block Reserves layed out

 

1) No internal reserves layed out

3) SP signed

 

3) SP signed 

2) No comment on retention required.

 

2) SP comments on retention 

4) Retention is too expensive to change

 

4) Any change only requires an SP 
amend.

Scenario 1: You control where the 
reserves are.

Scenario 2: You do not control reserves 
at all.



Deferred Areas, WTRA, CWD, and irregular boundaries all play a part in providing 
habitat that a plantation cannot support.



BUT: The site hydrology, albedo, and CWD may be very different..

Stand initiating eventPotential post glacial retreat event



Take time to connect with 
professionals with expertise

Join the RPBios, Geotechnical 
Engineers, Hydrologists, and  
Archaeologists in your blocks. 

Build your network of mentorship.  
Begin here at the NSC!



Remember, if you have no other 
professional assessments done for 
your SP, you are saying you are 
appropriately qualified and did not 
require another expert’s opinion.
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